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THE RUFF—AN EARLY RECORD. 
BY 

W. H. MULLENS, M.A., IX.M. 
AT the dispersal of the famous Ashburnham Library in 1897 
there was sold for the sum of nineteen guineas a small eight-
paged, black letter pamphlet, of which the facsimile title 
page or cover is here figured. 

Probably, as a note in the copy before us suggests, it is-
one of the very few now in existence, and it certainly is of 
the utmost rarity, but at the time of its publication it must 
have attracted considerable attention and have achieved 
a somewhat extensive circulation, for, as we shall see later,. 
it undoubtedly came under the observation of that illustrious 
author and most accomplished plagiarist, Ulyses Aldrovandus-
(1522-1605), then residing at Bologna in Italy. 

But apart from its rarity, this quaint tract is certainly 
of very considerable interest to the student of early Orni
thology, inasmuch as it appears to contain not only the 
earliest mention of the title Ruff or Ruffe as applied to-
Machetes pugnax and the first record of that bird in the 
British Isles, but is also, as far as we have been able to ascer
tain, the first printed work in which the figure or description 
of the Ruff is to be found. The pamphlet, as an examinations, 
of its text will show, was clearly written as a protest against, 
certain extravagant fashions in the dress of that period, but 
the fact that " Divers Fowlers were sent for to see them, but 
neither could tel what Foules they were, or ever had seene 
or hearde of the like " would certainly seem to warrant 
the conclusion that the Ruff was up to that time an unknowns 
or at least an unobserved bird in the Lincolnshire Fens. 

It has hitherto been generally accepted that the earliest 
reference to the Ruff was that given by Aldrovandus under 
title " Avis Pugnax " in the first edition of the third volume 
of his History of Birds* published at Bologna in 1603 or some 

* This was the " third and last tome " of the History of Birds 1599-
1603 forming part of the thirteen, folio volumes of Aldrovandus dealing, 
with Natural History, many of which were however posthumously 
published under his name. Its title is as follows, Ornothologim-
hoc est de avibus Histories, Libri XII. 
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seventeen years later than the pamphlet now under notice. 
Aldrovandus gives a considerable account and seven illus
trations of the Ruff and Reeve specimens of which and 
details of their habits he received from a correspondent 
in the Low Countries, and observes, among other particulars, 
" They say that these birds are likewise found in England," 
but though he gives no authority for this statement, the 
source of his information is apparent when his seventh 
figure of the bird (here reproduced in facsimile) is compared 
with that in the frontispiece of the pamphlet. It may be 
mentioned in passing that none of the great contemporaries 
-or predecessors of Aldrovandus made any mention of the 
Ruff. The chief of these were William Turner (1500-1568), 
whose Avium Hisloria appeared at Cologne in 1544, and to 
whom we owe our first account of British birds : Conrad 
Gesner (1516-1561), who published at Zurich in 1555 his 
third volume of The History of Animals, which deals exclusively 
-with birds,* and Pierre Belon of Mons (06. 1564), who in 
that same year issued from the sign of the " Fat Hen " in 
Paris his History of the nature of Birds with their descriptions 
and portraits.^ 

Although the New English Dictionary gives a reference 
to the use of the word Reeve as the female of Ruff in 1634 
(Althorp MS.), and another to its presence in Herrick's Hesper, 
Panygeric Sir L. Pemberton, no further mention of the 
Ruff occurs until we find it included in Christopher Merrett's 
(1614-95) Pinax Rerum, 1666. The Pinax which contains 
the first extensive list of British Birds has " Avis pugnax 
J. 154 t. 52 A Rough est tertia in Tab " which being trans
lated reads "Avis pugnax Johnsionus\ [Historic Naturalis 
1650-53] page 154, plate 52, a Rough, this is the third figure 
given in the plate." A reference to Johnstonus, however, 
shows that he derived the whole of his account of the Ruff, 
which he describes under title Avis pugnax from Aldrovandus, 

* Title, Histories Animalium, Liber iii., qui est de Avium Natura. 
t Title, L'Histoire de la Nature des Oyseaux, avec leur descriptions, 

et naifs portraicts, . . . escrite en sept livres. 
% Johannes Johnstonus (1603-75). 
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that he does not mention it was found in England, and that 
while he figures six illustrations of the Ruff and Reeve he 
omits the seventh figure given by Aldrovandus above men
tioned. Merrett further goes on to state that the female 
of the Ruff was called " a Reev " and that it was found 
in Lincolnshire, and there he leaves the matter. It was 
not indeed till the appearance of Francis Willughby's (1635-
72) Ornithologia in 1676 that we have any information as 
to the habits and distribution of the Ruff in this country. 
Willughby says, " In the cock bird a circle of long feathers, 
something resembling a Ruff, encompasses the Neck under 
the Head, whence they took the name of Ruffs." He further 
adds, " They breed in Summer-time in the Fens of Lincoln
shire about Crowland." * It only remains to append a 
spaced title and collation and a verbatim transcript of the 
black letter text of the Ashburnham tract. 

A most wonderfull, and true report, the like [ never heard 
of before, of divers unknowne Foules having the Fethers 

J about their heads, and neckes, like to the Frysled fore 
tops, Lockes [ and great Ruffes, now in use amongst men 
and women. Lately taken at Crowley in j the Countie of 
Lyncolne, and seen alive and deade by divers Right Worship-
full and j Credible Persons: whereof the names of some 
are herein remembred. 

The collation is as follows:—1 vol. 8vo, Black Letter 
Sig. i , A 2, pp. 8 (inclusive of front or cover with title and 
cut of Ruff as below). 

Subjoined is the full transcript of the text : 
A most wonderfull, and true report, the like never hearde 

of before, of diverse unknowne Foules : having the Fethers 
about their heads, and neckes, like to the frysled fore-tops, 
Lockes, and great Ruffes now in use among men, and 
Women: latelie taken at Crowley in the Countie of Lyncolne 
in 1586. 

I present thine eyes (friendly Reader) with a Spectacle 

* Walter Charleton (1619-1707).inhisOnomasticon Zoicon,published 
in 1668, also mentions " Avis Pugnax the Ruff (because in fighting 
they raise up there feathers on the necke like a double Ruff)." 
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A moft wonderful!, and true report, the like 
neoer beard of before.of diuers vnknowne Foules hauing the Fethers 
about their heads,andiieckc$, like to the Fryfled fore-tops, Lockes, 
and great Ruffes, now xavCe amoogeft men and vramen.Lately.takenat Crowley in 
thcCountieof Lyncolne.and fceneaUueand deade by diuew Right wxftmrfuU and 

Ct edible ftcfollliwhucofriiciuiilts of fomc an: hciclnrcr»cajb:crl, 

FRONTISPIECE OF THE ASHBURNHAM PAMPHLET. 
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Auis pugnax feptitna. 

THE SEVENTH ILLUSTRATION O S " AVIS PUGNAX " I N A L B R O V A N D U S . 

B 
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lesse fitting the Pensill of a Paynter, or the pen even of 
Plinie himselfe, than a subject the rarenes thereof, worthy 
a contemplative and considerate observation. The signi
fication whereof, had it sometimes happened in iEgypt, 
Syria, Greece, Rome, or even now amongst the Heathen 
people, would and should no doubt not a little travel,* 
and that not unprofitably, their Wyzards, Cakars,f Oracles, 
and Altars. But we or many of us, are lately grown such 
naturall Philosophers, in Argumentes of like Prodigies 
(if I may so terme them) that we forme ourselves and 
many others natural, or at the least wise negligent fooles 
in not reverently admyring them. Even the dreames 
of Pharo interpreted by Joseph became profitable to 
JEgypt and to all Israel. Neither did Balthasar tremble 
without cause at the hand-wryting or ever it was expounded 
by Daniel. Neither yet in vayne shined the Starre in the 
East, directing the three wise men to our Saviour in Bethlem. 
Infinite are the Histories authenticall and profane of 
Ghosts, Beastes, Byrds, Motions, Flames, Visions, and 
such like other, presaging and foreshowing the wel or ill 
threatened to some Estates or particular persons or as 
it were, dumbly preaching reformation in some abuses : 
which for brevitie omitting, I hasten to a most rare and 
true report, of a most straunge and wonderful Sight, 
happening of late dayes even in England, seene and 
certified by many personages of great authoritie, worship 
and credite. Of which it thus followeth. In the yeare of 
our Lord God 1586, within the parish of Crowley nere 
adjoyning to the pastures of the Lordship of Hatfild in 
the Countie of Lyncolne, one Richard Wallar, and Richard 
Preston, of the same parish of Crowley, having set certaine 
Lime-twigges, intangled and caught in the same seven 
great Foules, all of one bignes, & of intermixt coloures : 
the like whereof were never seen or heard of in any Countrie, 
by any man having hitherto seene them or their pictures : 
which being lively in their true coloures purtrayed by one 
Blackborne a Paynter in Yorke, at the procurement of 
the right Worshipful! Sir Henry Lee Knight, are diversly 
amongest divers persons dispersed. Three of the same 
foules were brought and presented to the same Sir Henry 
Lee, then lying at his brothers house at Hatfild in Yorke-

* i.e., travail . 
t Calcar—a spur, in what sense our anonymous author here applies 

it seems obscure, unless perchance he had in his mind the proverb 
" Vatibus addere calcar." 
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shire. The Fethers on their heads and fronts grewe and 
stood out, not unlike to the frysled haire of men or women: 
and the Fethers about their necke, being of divers coloures, 
grew and stood up very high, even, and formally like 
unto great Ruffes : and were hilde (?) up with stiff quilles, 
as it were Wyers or Supporters, such as are now commonly 
used of our Gallants. These Foules going loose, seemed 
so careles of their libertie and to escape, that (though 
threatened by shaking and shoving with the handes, or 
otherwise) they woulde not shrinke from, or shunne any 
person : retayning still as it were one and the same coun-
tenaunce, their use was all three in rankwise, and with 
great stateliness to walke divers tumes up and downe 
in the Hall, and then eftsoones to stay and drawe all their 
heades and billes together. Standing so a long time, as 
it were in consultation or counsell of some weightie matter, 
and then to fall againe to walking, refusing to take, and 
not seeming to make account of any meate, which they 
were oftentimes offered. In this order they continued 
until they all three dyed one after another, about three 
dayes after their taking. When they were dead not any 
man with both his handes could scarse stirre one of their 
fethers about their neckes. Divers Fowlers were sent 
for to see them, but neither could they tel what Foules 
they were, or ever had seene or hearde of the like. 

What these Foules were, what their flight hither, what 
their taking heere, their forme, Fethers, coloure, or order 
before remembred should signifie, I cannot prognosticate : 
only this I observe, that what seemed chieflie supernaturall 
in them, the like, in respecte of our Ornamentes, is super
abundant in us. It were thinke I an happy error (if it be 
an error) that our frysled and over-ruffed Dames would 
construe these Foules to bee frysled and ruffed Divels : 
and I wish that the reporte of these monstrous Byrdes 
might admonish some Rufflers, that themselves are 
monstrously men. Let us at length remember, that our 
Creator hath formed us, not to deforme our selves, being 
Images of his own similitude. A few thinges (alas) suffise 
nature, and every thing superfluous is merely vicious. 
Naked were we borne, and naked in effect shall we be 
buried : and then onely was man altogether happy, when 
man lived altogether naked, the very sight therefore of 
apparel should worke us to bee so farre off from Pride and 
ostentation thereof, that remembering the same to be 
onely the Coveringes of our shame, and the tragical! 
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Badges of Adam his transgression, and successively from 
him of our original sinne, we, Swan-like, at the sight of 
such our blacke feete, should deject our vaine and proud 
Plumes : with this resolution, that the bravest are but as 
blossomes, that the longest liver shall dye : and then, 
that the loveliest Creature, shall lye even as the loth-
somest carcas : and our silken bodyes shall become stinking 
Carrions. But lest I should rather seem to preach (the 
which I cannot) than to reporte a Prodigie (for so I conceive 
it) I conclude, that however credulous or incredulous 
Reader that, or shall not, make profit of this our monstrous 
spectacle, being far stranger than is here paynted or penned, 
assured am I, that more Eyes can witnesse it, than that 
any doubtes or cavilles can refet [i.e. refute] it, or I shall 
neede wordes to affirme it. Farewell and flie Pride. 

Penes auctorem sit fides. 
The names of divers righte worshipful! and credible 

Persons, having seen the foresaid Foules whilst they lived, 
and after they were dead. 

William Bonner, Gentleman verifieth this to be true. 
Thomas Mall, Baylife of Hatfielde. 
Ambrose Ransford gentleman and attendant unto Sir 

Henrie Lee witnesseth the same. 
M. Thomas Rickard. 
M. Simond Wormley. 
M. Thomas Pamer. With infinite others. 

AT London, 
Imprinted by Robert Robinson dwelling in Fetter Lane, 

and are to be solde at the Corner Shoppe at Fetter Lanes 
End. 


